COPING WITH GRIEF
Community members describe their experiences and strategies managing their grief
BY MIRA WAGNER AND ALEX ZHANG
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he
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immediately brought reasoning with the emotional reasoning
to tears. Despite being and rationale behind it,” Jain said. “I
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For
her,
these
that “take [the grief] on,” collective experiences amounted to an
such as sharing one’s especially painful feeling of being alone
feelings with others. He and unable to communicate with her
notes that some of the best loved ones. She attributes much of this
coping methods include to how isolated she felt due to hospital
speaking with close friends COVID-19 visitor regulations.
and family and “not be[ing]
“I didn’t want to accept that it
afraid of the sadness.” He happened so I kind of just pretended to
also recommends utilizing have a regular life,” Jain said. “I think it
services, like the Centre was really hard because I didn’t know
for Living with Dying, which that the last conversation I had with my
provide an outlet for discussing grandfather was going to be the last
grief.
one because after he got a stroke, he
“A good coping mechanism is wasn’t able to communicate again. And
to let people know what’s going then he was placed in the hospital and
on [with] you, so they’re not during COVID you’re not allowed to visit
[concerned],” Prinz said. “I think your family members and so that was
that could just add another really hard.”
layer to the difficult situation
Along with voicing one’s own
you find yourself in.”
thoughts on their grief, Jain also
Senior Ariyal Jain echoes valuess of recognizing the feelings of
the importance of sharing friends and family, especially during
one’s feelings regarding their COVID-19. She finds that checking in on
grief. After the passing of her people periodically can aid with painful
grandfather and her childhood moments while simultaneously helping
cat, Jain found that instead their mental health.
of processing her grief in a
While Jain brings attention to being
healthy way, she closed off, and aware of others as they grieve, Prinz
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highlights the value in being aware or physically.”
Jain remembers encountering similar
of oneself and how reactions can be
feelings regarding her dependence on
influenced by grief.
her cat, Shire,
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In general, Prinz
RICHARD PRINZ him again. I think
that’s probably
finds that it is especially
the part that
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the loss of a person closely ingrained hurts the most, just thinking about all
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Junior Hayden Ancheta also
recognizes the difficulty in losing a
loved one, and finds that “memories
stay forever and keep them with you for
the rest of your life.”
Prinz notes that preserving memories
as a way to honor the loss of a person
is a key part of “making meaning” —
one of the six stages of grief, alongside
denial, anger, bargaining, depression
and acceptance.
“I find it helpful for me to continue
remembering the person, remembering
things that I valued about them,” Prinz
said. “My dad was very generous, so I try
to remember that and keep that going.
I think that falls into ‘making meaning’
where the things you’ve learned from
the person and the things you value
about that person, you keep those alive
in yourself and make it so that person is
part of your world.”
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